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string cannot be called from another
class? I'm currently experimenting with
a Connect4 Game in C++. I've written
the game part and now I've managed
to store the board and the move as

class variables, but when I want to call
it from another class, I get an error:

mainwindow.cpp: In constructor
‘MainWindow::MainWindow()’:

mainwindow.cpp:10:31: error: ‘char’
was not declared in this scope

mainWindow.cpp: In member function
‘bool Move()’: mainwindow.cpp:44:17:
error: no matching function for call to
‘MainWindow::GetBoard()’ It seems to
me, that when I'm compiling the code,

I'm missing the dependencies, but
from where? This is the code of the
class I want to use it: class Board {
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private: char *board, *move; public:
char *GetBoard() { return board; }

char *GetMove() { return move; } void
SaveBoard(const char *filename)
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